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Abraham Lincoln was a skilled politician, an inspirational leader, and a man of humor and pathos.  What

many may not realize is how much he was also a man of ideas. Despite the most meager of formal

educations, Lincoln’s tremendous intellectual curiosity drove him into the circle of Enlightenment

philosophy and democratic political ideology. And from these, Lincoln developed a set of political

convictions that guided him throughout his life and his presidency. Abraham Lincoln as a Man of Ideas, a

compilation of ten essays from Lincoln scholar, Allen C. Guelzo, uncovers the hidden sources of Lincoln’s

ideas and examines the beliefs that directed his career and brought an end to slavery and the Civil War.

These essays reveal Lincoln to be a man of impressive intellectual probity and depth as well as a

man of great contradictions. He was an apostle of freedom who did not believe in human free will; a

champion of the Constitution who had to step outside of it in order to save it; a man of many acquaintances

and admirers, but few friends; a man who opposed slavery but also opposed the abolition of it; a man of

prudence who took more political risks than any other president.

Guelzo explores the many faces of Lincoln’s ideas, and especially the influence of the Founding

Fathers and the great European champions of democracy. And he links the 16th president’s struggles with

the issues of race, emancipation, religion, and civil liberties to the challenges these issues continue to offer to

Americans today.

Lincoln played many roles in his life—lawyer, politician, president—but in each he was driven by a

core of values, convictions, and beliefs about economics, society, and democracy. Abraham Lincoln as a

Man of Ideas is a broad and exciting survey of the ideas that made Lincoln great, just as we celebrate the

bicentennial his birth.
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From reader reviews:

Donald Jones:

Hey guys, do you wants to finds a new book to learn? May be the book with the subject Abraham Lincoln as
a Man of Ideas suitable to you? Typically the book was written by famous writer in this era. The actual book
untitled Abraham Lincoln as a Man of Ideasis one of several books that will everyone read now. This
specific book was inspired lots of people in the world. When you read this reserve you will enter the new
dimensions that you ever know prior to. The author explained their idea in the simple way, therefore all of
people can easily to understand the core of this reserve. This book will give you a wide range of information
about this world now. To help you see the represented of the world within this book.

Vicky Penn:

Spent a free time to be fun activity to accomplish! A lot of people spent their down time with their family, or
their own friends. Usually they undertaking activity like watching television, about to beach, or picnic inside
park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Do you wish to something different to fill
your free time/ holiday? May be reading a book might be option to fill your free time/ holiday. The first thing
you ask may be what kinds of reserve that you should read. If you want to try look for book, may be the
reserve untitled Abraham Lincoln as a Man of Ideas can be great book to read. May be it is usually best
activity to you.

Hubert Smith:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book particularly book entitled
Abraham Lincoln as a Man of Ideas your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each
and every aspect that maybe unfamiliar for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging every single
word written in a e-book then become one contact form conclusion and explanation in which maybe you
never get before. The Abraham Lincoln as a Man of Ideas giving you an additional experience more than
blown away the mind but also giving you useful information for your better life within this era. So now let us
demonstrate the relaxing pattern here is your body and mind is going to be pleased when you are finished
reading it, like winning a sport. Do you want to try this extraordinary wasting spare time activity?

Chantal Dow:

Many people spending their time period by playing outside having friends, fun activity with family or just
watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to enjoy your whole day by examining a book. Ugh,
ya think reading a book can really hard because you have to accept the book everywhere? It alright you can
have the e-book, having everywhere you want in your Smart phone. Like Abraham Lincoln as a Man of
Ideas which is getting the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's view.
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